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My Perspective

Health economist at Duke University (my 
own views)

 Lead author of paper proposing priority 
review voucher

Regular user of FDA data



Thank You

 FDA plays a vital role and does it well
 FDA has managed priority review voucher program well

 Program is imperfect but FDA doing its best
 Priority reviews have been consistently 6 months
 Voucher user fees are sensible ($2M in 2020, was $5M in 2012)
 Criteria for adding tropical diseases are sensible

 FDA shares many useful data sets
 For example, NME data shared in February 2020
 But much more to do on data transparency



Positive Example: NME Data

NME & BLA data for 
1985 to 2019

Excel format
Released in February
Dr. Kathleen Miller 

involved



Negative Example: Shortages Data

Source: 
Jeff Jones & 
David Ridley



Negative Example: Shortages Data

NO DATA

NO DATA

MISSPELLING

NESTED TABLES

CHANGING HEADERS

Source: 
Jeff Jones & 
David Ridley



Negative Example: Shortages Data

 Accessed through (non-gov.) Internet Archive 
 Occasional snapshots with months in between
 Posted in html format with format changing
 Inconsistent headers and tables within tables
 Cannot be read by machines



Data Transparency: Proposal

Post data in a data base, not just html table
Post data, even if imperfect, with caveats
Create data czar reporting to Commissioner

Evaluated on new data availability



Data Transparency: Concerns

 If data errors, could be sued
Response: include caveats and contact info.
 Iterative process to refine data that benefits all

 It's commercially sensitive
Response: much of data has been public but 

poorly formatted



Data Transparency: Benefits

 Benefits FDA
 refine data and interact with people that improve it
crowd source assignments from Congress

 Benefits society
provide information about problems and solutions
example: which companies and drugs have frequent 

shortages



Conclusions

FDA is doing good work
FDA should improve data access & sharing
FDA should create a high-level job for data access
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